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A NOTE ON EXTREMAL LENGTH AND MODULUS

RICHARD KATZ

The equality of extremal length and modulus is shown
for general annuli in a Riemannian manifold.

In a recent paper, [2], Ow showed that the modulus and extremal
length of an annulus in a Riemannian manifold are equal under the
assumption that the set of critical points of the harmonic measure of
the annulus has capacity zero. The purpose of this note is to show
that this condition can be dispensed with. We refer the reader to
[2] for definitions.

THEOREM. The extremal length (λ) and modulus (μ) of an annulus
(Ω, a, β) are equal.

Proof. The inequality λ >̂ μ was shown in [2j.

To show the opposite inequality, let u be the harmonic measure
of (Ω, a, β), and h be a function such that

h \ a = 0, h ί β = 1, I Fh2 - Fu2\ < e ,

and h has only a finite number of critical points in Ω. For the existence
of such a function see Milnor [1]. Let Γo be the set of integral curves
of Fh which do not meet a critical point and P the set of admissible
densities on Ω. It is immediate that \Fh\e P. Now for 7 e Γo, p e P

p2dV - P
7h2 dh )*dh > P

Fh
dh)*dh

and

P
Fh

dhY*dh =
I

\ (\ ρdί\ dh ^ inf (I pdl)\ *dh .

Since | Fh2 - Fu2\ < ε, it follows that

*dh - μr <eV(Ω)

and therefore,

λ ^ sup inf
pdl

p2dV

^ μ + Ke
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for a suitable constant K. Since ε was arbitrary, we have X ̂  μ
which completes the proof.
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